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TeamViewer Internet of Things (IoT) enables you to instantly 
connect, monitor, and operate machines and devices securely — 
from anywhere. Get full visibility into all IoT devices with real-time 
status alerts and early insights, so you can react quickly to mitigate 
risks and proactively solve issues, before they impact your business.

TeamViewer IoT

The Value of TeamViewer IoT
for your Business

Gain a new competitive edge with IoT

We're partnering with organizations to implement IoT solutions that 
support their strategic initiatives to optimize, automate, and grow 
their business. Our team of IoT experts are here to help you unlock 
the potential of IoT, so you can leverage IoT insights to improve your 
products and services and gain a competitive advantage.

Optimize and automate processes

With unique remote control capabilities, a cloud dashboard, a rule 
engine, and fully documented APIs, TeamViewer IoT enables compa-
nies to set up high-value IoT use cases with fast ROI. Combine 
remote control functionalities with monitoring capabilities. Operate 
endpoints remotely for faster operations. Our IoT solution will help 
you minimize machine downtime, reduce repair costs, and produc-
tion waste as well as improve product quality control processes.

Reduce IoT complexities and accelerate time to market

We're here to help you overcome the three main challenges of moving 
from IoT POCs to full-scale deployment: 1) eliminate the complexity 
of integrating IoT with IT and business processes; 2) get tangible 
results, typically with returns on investment in less than a year; 
3) connect your IoT endpoints securely to the TeamViewer Global 
Access Network. Our IoT experts will help you quickly implement a 
scalable IoT solution that's secure and easy to use.

Our 3 high-value IoT Use Cases

Remotely control and centrally manage your IoT 
endpoints, reducing overall operating costs and 

increasing operational efficiencies. 

Remotely detect, analyze, diagnose, and resolve 
endpoint issues to reduce mean-time-to-repair 

(MTTR) and cut maintenance costs. 

Remotely monitor endpoints and detect anomalies with 
predefined rules that trigger alarms and subsequent 

automated workflow actions to help mitigate asset damage. 

Remote Alarming

Remote Assistance

Hardware Partners

Platform Integrations

Partner Ecosystem
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Start small, test, and scale when ready 
You don’t want to install the IoT solution on your endpoints but instead have an all-in-one IoT Starter Kit to get started right 
away? The TeamViewer IoT Starter Kit (€1,990, SRP, excl. VAT) allows you to start small and test your concepts. With three 
Bosch sensors, the Dell Gateway and the TeamViewer IoT Cloud Solution (6-month license) you can start your 
project in no time.

Flexibly integrate and customize your IoT solution
Compatible with most widely used protocols, TeamViewer IoT easily integrates into several third-party platforms using Team-
Viewer’s SDK and ready-to-use APIs.

Secure your data
Powered by the flagship TeamViewer Global Access Network, the TeamViewer IoT cloud solution secures every remote connection 
and data transfer to every endpoint with state-of-the-art authentication and end-to-end encryption. That means your data is 
protected, so no one — including TeamViewer — can read the encrypted data stream. 

Benefit from our predictable pricing model
With a straightforward, predictable endpoint-based 
licensing model, you can plan your IoT budget 
accurately and keep your projects on track to 
ensure long-term success. 

Industry Spotlights

TeamViewer IoT Benefits

Reduce costs of quality control 
processes, while getting more 
reliable testing results by monitoring 
machine sensor data, such as 
humidity, vibration, or temperature. 

Manufacturing

Use rule engines to trigger 
automatic shut-off of 
renewable energy equipment 
during inclement weather 
conditions to mitigate 
endpoint damage. 

Utilities - 
Renewable Energy

Change device settings on 
cooling/heating or lighting 
systems; or manage digital 
signage remotely – reducing 
manual effort, cutting energy 
costs, and saving resources.

Building & Infrastructure
Remotely analyze root causes of 
incidents with connected cars, 
trucks, or ships. Increase on-site 
employee productivity by providing 
remote assistance to resolve 
equipment or machine issues.  

Logistics & Transportation
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Get started immediately
Designed for a quick and easy implementation, TeamViewer IoT installs on your endpoints immediately, without 
interrupting business operations or requiring complicated IoT VPN development.


